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Can be used for a wide variety of Qorex configurations and 
over-table live games

Shows current game states, hot and cold numbers, and 
historical winning results in real-time

Modular design allows for different display types or 
configurations

LED displays show exciting animations transitioning 
between game states

Creates impact on the gaming floor

Integrated dome camera for live camera feed of the wheel

Custom designed panels can be added to the HiLite 
Podium as an additional option

Features & Benefits

Qorex HiLite
Signage System
The Qorex HiLite Signage system is a modular system that 
is extremely flexible and can be used in a variety of different 
gaming configurations.

Dynamic Flexible System

HiLite Podium

Designed to complement the attractive Qorex cabinet, the 
Qorex HiLite System is a range of products featuring striking 
LED displays and podiums that are fully synchronised to the 
game. 

Modular in design, the Qorex HiLite system illustrates just 
how flexible and eye-catching Qorex layout configurations 
can be achieved, enhancing the user experience whilst pro-
viding a stunning centre piece and attraction on the gaming 
floor.

The HiLite Podium complements the Qorex Terminal panels 
and houses automated products such as the Saturn Auto 
Wheel.  The integrated dome camera enables players to 
view the game results in real-time. Designed to be built-in or 
free-standing the HiLite Podium illustrates just how flexible 
the HiLite system can be. 

Custom designed panels can be added to the HiLite Podium 
to incorporate a casino’s branding and LED panels can be set 
to various colours.
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HiLite Orbit

For added impact, the Orbit circular LED attract ring sits 
on top of the HiLite Podium encircling a Roulette Wheel or 
Giant Dice Shaker. 

This stunning high-intensity sign provides synchronised 
data in real-time displaying  game state information, number 
trends and winning results right in front of players.

HiLite Luna

The circular overhead HiLite Luna sign incorporates high in-
tensity LEDs that provide vibrant and eye-catching animated 
game information as well as attract modes, allowing players 
to clearly see the Qorex area and stages of the game, right 
across the gaming floor. Flexible in design, the HiLite Luna 
sign can an also incorporate optional lighting and camera 
requirements. 

HiLite Column

The HiLite Column provides the ‘anchor’ for all the various 
system components and comprises of a steel stand that 
is either floor standing (for use with table games, or pit 
signage) or fixed to a podium. It can be supplied with LED 
signage to provide historical winning numbers, game states 
and number trends. 

HiLite Cosmos

HiLite Cosmos is a unique conical-shaped overhead sign that 
can be used as a Winning Number Display over a Gaming 
Table or fixed to a HiLite Podium integrating products such 
as the SaturnTM Auto Wheel. The high-intensity LEDs show 
fast winning number results, vibrant and eye-catching 
animated game information, as well as attract modes. 

The shape of this sign allows players to clearly see the 
stages of the game whilst at a table or terminal and can an 
also incorporate optional lighting and camera requirements 
for a live feed of the wheel. Furthermore, the stunning 
high-definition graphics on the sign provides a stunning 
centrepiece and attraction on the gaming floor, drawing 
players to the areas of play.
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HiLite Column Height 3000mm 118.11in

HiLite Luna Height
HiLite Luna Width

506mm
1310mm

19.92in
51.57in

HiLite Cosmos Top Width
HiLite Cosmos Bottom Width
HiLite Cosmos Height

1399mm
825mm
335mm

55.07in
32.48in
13.18in

HiLite Podium Height 967mm 38.07in

HiLite Orbit Width 1318mm 51.88in

Colour Selection Matt Black. Custom designed panels can 
be added to the HiLite Podium

Built-in Technology Live Camera feed displays results in 
real-time

LED Lights Yes

Voltage supply 110v - 240 v

Configuration

Stand alone
Back to Back
Carousel
Over-Table Games
Stadium

Compatible Products

Saturn™ Auto Roulette Wheel
Saturn™ Roulette Wheel
Saturn™ Glo Roulette Wheel
Giant Dice Shaker
Game Options

Product Specifications
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